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This is an idea paper how to create energy an solve many problems related to a tropical city with 
all from a few house sup to maybe 100 000 inhabitants. Conditions are rather similar in South 
America. Africa and Asia so what we show here works in all this areas with same technology.

Common for almost all locations.
* No electricity or electricity by generators to high costs or a unreliable grid with large fluctuations
* Warm area with temperature mostly over 15C even at nights and hot days with plenty of sun
* No waist water handling and toilets are dumped somewhere. Often a Typhoid and Cholera area.
* Often no suitable location for hydro power station and limited wind for wind power systems.
* Problems to get drinking water with good quality and low costs

Problems and solutions we use to get power and energy for the village
* Sewage water and toilet deposits are used to make biogas and high quality fertiliser for farming. 

This is good incomes and solve the problem caused by bacterias and health and cholera.
* Biogas is used in a ORC generator or gas engine generator to make electricity + hot water
* City dump waist is used to generate electrical power by a burner and ORC generator. Waist is 

money and also save the environmental problems. Metals are sorted out and sold.
* Hot water from ORC is used to make cold store houses and AC by absorption coolers. Here we 

have a cold store and fridge room if needed. Slaughter and chicken farms need this.
* Solar hot water panels make hot water and steam at days stored in large tanks ( thermal water-

battery ) for nights. When dark ORC generator use restored heat to make electrical power from 
hot water.

* Solar panels adds electricity during daytime so this works in parallell with other systems. This is 
normally not stored but in smaller systems we have battery storage units.
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Againity’s technology is based on 
one of the basic laws of nature – 
the transfer of heat from hot to cold. 
Heat transfer can be described as heat 

striving toward an even temperature dist-

ribution. Imagine a cup of tea where you 

just poured the hot tea into a cup. After a 

while the tea has become cooler – heat 

has been transferred from the hot tea to 

the surrounding air. This force is simple yet 

effective in industrial use as well, and is 

utilized in Againity’s solution.

The Againity ORC System 
The example above describes hot tea 

poured into a cup. Now imagine a Diesel 

engine generating mechanical work that is 

converted into electricity. The engine also 

emits heat through exhaust gases with 

temperatures up to 400°C. 

These hot gases are excellent for con-

necting to our system, the Againity ORC 

System. Heat from the exhaust gases 

evaporates the working medium in a heat 

exchanger. The working medium then 

enters a module containing a turbine and 

generator where the electric power is 

generated. The working medium needs to 

be cooled down to become liquid again in 

order to be able to be pumped around 

the cycle. 

Adding the Againity ORC System to your ex-

isting system increases the effectiveness 

of your plant – at a low investment cost.

Converting waste heat into electric power  
The Againity ORC* System extracts up to 15% of the energy from your waste heat and converts it 

to electricity. With our solution you can save fuel or gain more power from your system. 

a

b

Customer components 
a. Diesel tank

b. Diesel engine/generator 

The Againity ORC System 
1. Pump

2. Heat exchanger – transfers heat from the Diesel  

 engine to the working medium.

3. Heat exchanger – transfers heat in the exhaust gases  

 from the Diesel engine to the working medium. 

4. Turbine/generator – converts energy in 

 the working medium to electricity.

5. Air cooler – cools down the working medium 

 using outdoor air.

6. Solar thermal system
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Copyright © Againity 

Againity is all about turning waste heat into something 
useful – electric power! It’s about getting more power 
out of your existing system. This gives you a more energy 
efficient production, better performance and less cost 
– while saving the environment.

From waste to electricity
with the Againity ORC System 

The integrated waste management system comes in three different sizes as standard

Capacity 1,5 ton per hour 4 tons per hour 8 tons per hour

Electricity production 250 kW 450 kW 900 kW

Hot water production 2300 kW 4500 kW 9000 kW

Voltage 380-415 V 380-415 V 380-3000 V

Frequency 50-60 Hz 50-60 Hz 50-60 Hz
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Againity AB 
Visit and post address: Laxholmstorget 3 (3rd fl), SE-602 21 Norrköping, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)70 529 32 23, info@againity.com 
www.againity.com

Solar panels gives 
electricity

Solar hot water panels  make large volumes of hot 
water by solar energy. Stored in insulated tanks. for 

Storage tank with 
hot water and 

insulated walls. Works 
as a water battery for 
energy

Typical city area close to 
a river in Amazonas area

Toilets and sewage 
water system feeds 
the biogas digester 
that produce biogas 
and fertiliser.

City dump waist is used in 
ORC with boiler to make electricity 
and hot water. Power levels from 
150 KW up to 900 KW electricity + 
hot water for making cool.

ORC unit with burner for city 
dump waist and biogas 

whatever is best

Your city

Battery storage for solar panels 
and electrical energy.  Lithium or 
Vanadium redox battery is used.
Solar panels gives direct electricity 
and this is best way to store.

Heat exchanger for hot water 
from engine for storage tank.

Hot water and 
exhausts from 
generator gives 
heat that is 
sent to the 
ORC generator 
and converted 
to electrical 
power. System 
efficiency about 
90%

Biogas engine generator  operating at 55% 
methane only direct from digester.
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System layout and hybrid design

All population centres have at least some of the capabilities we can offer and in a good 
combination all is possible to solve. All what of offer is mostly much cheaper than todays solution in 
a life cycle cost perspective. Upon this this is far more environmentally friendly and offers a far 
better living standard. All must start in a analyse of what is the key features at this site and from 
here calculate what is best to use in a good hybrid design.

Sunnytek components and system solutions to be used alone or in an energy system.

Solars panels based on 
A-Si glass panels which 
is a thin film panels best 
suited for this type of 
installation. It can handle 
cloudy days and dirt as 
leaves on panels far 
better than Crystalline 
panels. Here we build 
solar farms from small 

one house systems with one single panel to large solar farms with 
thousands of panels what ever is needed. Solar farm gives 
additional power at days so other sources can be used when 
dark. We have battery systems for smaller installations. We also 
offer the zero balanced mini grid systems where all buildings 
generate the power they consume and balance over the electrical 
grid. This is a new demand in many countries that want a better 
balanced national grid

Solar hot water and steam 
panels making heat out of 
sun. We have one model for 
hot water to 100C and one for 
steam up to 165C in 
temperature, These panels 
heat water in a large storage 
tank like a battery. Water and 

its energy can then be used in several systems to generate 
heat, cool and fridges or just needed electrical power. Hot 
water battery is an excellent way to store energy made by 
sun and use later when needed. Costs are low , water is 
cheap and it is not worn out by operation. 
These panels gives rather much output even when it is 
hazy weather and n ot clear sky.
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ORC Organic Rankin Cycle generators 
made in Sweden use any heat source 
with min 70C useable as a source that 
can be concerted to electricity. We use 
waist heat of over 70C in temperature but 
also hot water solar panels to generate 
power. Here we have a storage tank as 
battery for dark hours.
ORC can operate on any burner, waist 
from city dump or biogas from sewage 

system / toilets. Power range 
are from 20KW to 4 MW 
depending on demands. The hot 
water system can not use can 
be used for other purposes like 
generation of cold in cold stores 
and warehouses. One system 
have a boiler and make 
electricity direct from city dump. 

Biogas solutions that convert organic 
waist to biogas and fertiliser. These are 
highly profitable and  environmentally 
very good as waist is converted two 
money. Biogas is used for burners but 
can also be used in a biogas engine or 
converted to natural gas or biodiesel for 
any normal diesel engine.
Sewage water is a valuable source and 
also barrels with dry toilet waist and 
remaining from brewery and slaughter 
houses. All waist is converted to gas with 
high value but also very good fertiliser to 
sell. Electricity is an option.

Clean water systems that make any water cleaned 
and ready to drink. This included muddy river water. 
Prices of produced water is very low like 0.05USD / M3 
of high quality water. Smallest systems make 500 liter 
per hour and largest 500 M3 per hour. Systems are 
built into containers and easy too install and maintain. 
For all water pumps we offer solar based pumps 
operating direct to a solar panel.
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Process 

 

Flow 

  

 

Major Process 

 

Benefits 

Quick startup time 

Negligible civil construction involved during plant installation 

High treatment efficiency; turbidity removal rate greater than 90% 

Sludge produced can be thickened and dewatered easily 

Easy maintenance 
 

Treated Water Usage 

Non-potable usage in washing, toilets etc. 
Pre–treated water of boiler feed or cooling 

tower make-up water 
Crop irrigation 

Potable water (after UV and ozonation) 

Industries 

Agriculture, Paper Mills, 
Power Plants, Pharmaceutical, 

Tanneries, Textile, 
Effluent treatment, Sewage treatment 

& Township water supply 

 

Sensor 1 
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Interesting product that can be used in villages combined with other products we offer.

Wind turbines. We have turbines from small 30=W systems to larger 
systems of 100KW or more. If area is windy they are a good 
complement to the other components we use in a hybrid system. More 
sources increase reliability and save  costs for long time operation.

Water turbines 
of several models 
useable when 
there is a water 
level shift om min 
2 meters. Thes 
are perfect in 
many cases but if 
river is very large 
and slow these are not a good solution. 
Power range from 1KW to several MW 
output. Kaplan. Francis and Pelton designs.

Battery systems for solar panels and other 
systems where hot water battery is not the 
choice. This is normally smaller systems. We 
use lea battery in som e cases when  area is 
not very hot. If hotter we have Lithium battery 
systems up to 1000 AH in size. If demands are 
highest in capacity we use Vanadium Redox 
battery that are available in range to 2 MWH 
capacity.

Gen sets with gas operation or diesel 
generators with heat exchangers for hot water and steam output.
They are very good in combination with a ORC machine as we 
increase efficiency with about 13 % of total system. This saves 
substantial costs of diesel fuel.
Gas generators can operate direct on raw biogas from a digester 

unit and here we have 
electricity from sewage 
waist.
When we add a heat 
exchanger to exhaust 
and engine cooler we get 60-70% more yield out of the 
system. Diesel gives 30-40% efficiency and now we get 
about 90%. This is same for diesel engines as gas 
engines operation on biogas we make ourselves.
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